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Abstract—Whitening the testing of service-oriented applications can provide service consumers confidence on how well an application
has been tested. However, to protect business interests of service providers and to prevent information leakage, the implementation
details of services are usually invisible to service consumers. This makes it challenging to determine the test coverage of a service
composition as a whole and design test cases effectively. To address this problem, we propose an approach to whiten the testing of
service compositions based on events exposed by services. By deriving event interfaces to explore only necessary test coverage
information from service implementations, our approach allows service consumers to determine test coverage based on selected
events exposed by services at runtime without releasing the service implementation details. We also develop an approach to design
test cases effectively based on event interfaces concerning both effectiveness and information leakage. The experimental results show
that our approach outperforms existing testing approaches for service compositions with up to 49 percent more test coverage and an
up to 24 percent higher fault-detection rate. Moreover, our solution can trade off effectiveness, efficiency, and information leakage for
test case generation.
Index Terms—Web service composition, white-box testing, event interface, events
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INTRODUCTION

T

HE service-oriented architecture (SOA) paradigm is a
widely adopted set of software engineering principles to
help cope with the complexity of software development for
distributed enterprise applications [17], [33]. In this paradigm, service providers develop reusable software components, publish them as Web services, and register them in
service registries. By composing selected third-party services from registries, service consumers develop composite
SOA applications across distributed, heterogeneous and
autonomous organizations [31], [43], [79]. In this paper,
unless specifically stated, the term “service consumers” refers
to service-oriented application developers who compose
third-party services to develop composite SOA applications.
To assure the quality of an SOA application, service
consumers usually conduct integration testing to verify
whether all the involved services work correctly when
composed in the SOA application. Traditional integration
testing for component-based systems usually treats components as black-box entities and focuses on the interactions at
their interfaces, assuming that all the involved components
have been adequately tested before they are integrated [13].
This assumption, however, may not always hold in an SOA
context [17]. This is due to the autonomy of service
providers and due to the lack of trust between service
providers and consumers. Moreover, the SOA paradigm
does not offer control to testers or integrators. The lack of
control makes it difficult to effectively test SOA applications. Therefore, service consumers have limited insight
about whether the integrated third-party services have been
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adequately tested and therefore are unable to determine
how well the SOA application as a whole has been tested [4].
Whitening SOA testing by examining test coverage of
the internal program structure of an SOA application
could provide service consumers with confidence on
how adequately the SOA application has been tested.
Measuring test coverage based on program structure such
as data-flow or control-flow is a widely adopted technique
to quantify how well a program has been tested [13], [83].
However, measuring test coverage of an SOA application
based on its internal program structure is a difficult task
when the SOA application integrates third-party services
from different providers.
To protect their intellectual property base, service
providers seldom reveal the implementation of a service
to their consumers. This prevents service consumers from
understanding the program structure of third-party services
and measuring their coverage during testing.
To address this dilemma, Bartolini et al. [4] suggested
that each third-party service provider report coverage
information for its services to service consumers for testing
purposes, such as the percentage of code paths covered,
instead of revealing the service’s implementation. Based on
the coverage information reported and the given coverage
criteria, service consumers can estimate how well each
service has been tested at the unit testing level.
Although whitening the unit testing of individual thirdparty services provides service consumers confidence on
how well each third-party service has been tested, we
observe that reporting only the coverage percentage of each
third-party service is not enough for integration testing of a
service composition involving more than one third-party
service. There are two main reasons for this: 1) the inability
to accurately determine test coverage as a whole and 2) the
difficulty to effectively design test cases.
First, although service consumers can obtain the coverage percentage of every third-party service involved in an
SOA application, service consumers are still unable to
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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accurately determine how well the SOA application as a
whole has been tested. Let us take the path coverage
criterion as an example [83]. Given m services, each of
which has ni paths,1 their composition may have up to
Q
m
1 ni paths [13]. According to the anticomposition axiom
[72], even if the paths of each service are well covered in
testing, the service composition as a whole may not be
adequately tested. As a result, faults in untested execution
scenarios in the service composition are left undetected (for
an illustration of this, refer to Section 2).
Second, it is difficult for service consumers to effectively
design test cases to cover a service composition. For
example, with respect to path coverage [83], since the
execution of a path in one service may depend on the
execution of a particular path in another service [13], [72], it
is impossible to derive this dependence information from
the coverage information reported by service providers
alone. As a result, service consumers may need to try a large
number of test cases to cover all possible paths, requiring a
significantly increased testing effort.
Therefore, reporting only the coverage percentage of each
third-party service for integration testing is not enough. This
observation prompted us to explore what other information
services could reveal to whiten the integration testing of the
compositions they partake in while keeping their implementation details hidden from service consumers.
We observe that at runtime the execution of a service
may generate many events to reflect the state changes inside
the service [21], [47] (e.g., the Apache ODE BPEL engine [1]
generates events once the value of a variable changes or a
task is initiated or completed, etc.). The events generated at
runtime are informative because they provide a partial view
of a service’s runtime behavior. Therefore, in this paper we
explore the potential of allowing services to expose events
to whiten the testing of service compositions.
In our approach, instead of reporting the coverage
percentage, service providers select from events generated
at runtime and expose them to service consumers via event
interfaces, an abstraction we introduce later on more
formally. The event interface of a service advertises what
kinds of events the service exposes at runtime as well as the
relationship between the exposed events. In this way,
service consumers can make use of the exposed events and
the event interfaces to reason about how well a service
composition has been covered in testing and derive test
cases effectively to test uncovered scenarios.
The main challenges of this approach lie in how to trade
off the benefits of event exposure for testing and the side
effects such as information leakage about a service’s
implementation (e.g., backend states and workflow, etc.).
In particular, we pursue the following three questions:
1) How do we encapsulate and expose only the necessary
events from a large number of events generated by services
at runtime to hide service implementation details; 2) how
do we correlate events from different services to reason
about the test coverage of a service composition as a whole;
and 3) how do we make use of the exposed events to design
test cases to effectively cover a service composition.
1. The issue of handing an infinite number of paths for the path coverage
is discussed in Section 6.1.2.
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On the one hand, exposing too many events may provide
enough information for service consumers to accurately
determine the test coverage of a service composition and
design test cases effectively, but the overexposed events
may also allow service consumers to understand how a
third-party service is implemented and thus cause information leakage for service providers. On the other hand,
exposing fewer events may provide too limited information
for service consumers to reason about the test coverage and
to effectively design test cases. Therefore, how to encapsulate and expose only necessary events for testing purposes
while protecting service implementation details from being
leaked is a challenging question.
We address these challenges in this paper with a fivefold contribution: First, we propose a novel approach to
whiten the testing of SOA applications involving more than
one third-party service via events exposed from services.
This approach allows service consumers to gain confidence
on how well an SOA application has been tested. Second,
we develop a model to derive event interfaces from service
implementations to expose only necessary events. We
illustrate that the test coverage calculated based on exposed
events can be used to reason about the real test coverage of
an SOA application without revealing the service implementation details. Third, we devise an approach to hide
information from exposed events based on event encapsulation to reduce information leakage. Fourth, we propose
approaches to derive test cases based on event interfaces
concerning both the test effectiveness and information
leakage. This allows service providers to customize their
services with different testing capacity requirements.
Finally, we perform a detailed experimental evaluation
resulting in the following key insights. The experimental
results show that our approach can achieve up to 49 percent
more test coverage and detect up to 24 percent more faults
than existing approaches. The results also show that our
solution can trade off effectiveness, efficiency, and information leakage in test case generation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 motivates the research problem using an
example. Section 3 outlines our solution and research
questions. Section 4 formalizes the notions of Web service
and event underlying the analysis in this paper. Section 5
introduces two event-based coverage criteria. Section 6
presents our approach to expose events and reason about
the test coverage based on exposed events. Section 7
demonstrates how to trade off the accuracy of coverage
reasoning and information leakage. Section 8 introduces
our solution to design test cases effectively. Section 9
evaluates our approach empirically and Section 10 discusses some limitations. Finally, Section 11 positions our
work in the broader context of related work.

2

MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

As discussed in Section 1, testing an SOA application
comprised of third-party services is a paradox: On the one
hand, white-box testing an SOA application requires the
implementation details of every third-party service involved, which, to protect the intellectual property base of a
service provider, are kept hidden from a service consumer.
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Fig. 1. Service composition example: online bookshop application.

On the other hand, black-box testing an SOA application
requires no implementation details of third-party services
to become visible but suffers from the limitation that little
assurance can be offered as to the overall test coverage2 of
the SOA application. As a result, existing approaches to
testing SOA applications [4], [17], [46], [55], [56] either opt
to expose all involved third-party services or lack
assurance about the quality of testing, leaving severe
faults undetected.
In this section, we use an online book sales application
scenario adapted from [2] to illustrate this dilemma. Fig. 1a
shows the composition of four Web services (WS) that
implement the application. The Bookshop WS sets out to
find the cheapest book matching the customers’ search
criteria. On receiving an order, the Bookshop WS invokes
the Catalog WS to retrieve ISBN information of the ordered
book based on book title. Then, the Bookshop WS sorts the
returned list of ISBN numbers based on price and places an
order to the Warehouse WS with the sorted list. The
Warehouse WS queries the books from the sorted list one
by one based on ISBN numbers and picks the first book
available in stock. Next, the Shipper WS is invoked to
deliver the selected book to the customer. Finally, the
Warehouse WS forwards an invoice to the customer for
payment. In this application, the four Web services belong
to different organizations and their implementation details
are not exposed. For illustration purposes, we present the
workflow of the Catalog WS and the Warehouse WS in
Figs. 1b and 1c, respectively.
A service composition is incorrect (i.e., fails to perform
the correct operation) if a customer receives a book that is
different from the one ordered or is not the cheapest one in
stock. For example, suppose the ordered book has recently
been republished by a publisher and is sold at a discount
(i.e., it is cheaper than other versions of the book). The
newly published version of the book includes ISBN
numbers according to two number formatting standards,
say ISBN-13 and ISBN-10, where ISBN-13 is a new standard
with a 13 digit number format, while ISBN-10 is the old
standard with a number format comprising 10 digits. The
Catalog WS queries the database with the title of the book
and extracts ISBN-13 for each matching record. If ISBN-13 is
not available, then ISBN-10 is used instead. However, the
Warehouse WS is based on a legacy system that supports
2. This refers to code-based structural coverage criteria only, not
necessarily to specification-based coverage criteria.

querying with ISBN-10 only.3 As a result, although the
cheapest book is in stock, the Warehouse WS cannot find it
based on ISBN-13. Instead, the Warehouse WS picks the
more expensive book based on ISBN-10 from the list of
matching records and delivers it to the customer.
Since this failure4 is caused by incompatible data
formats used by two autonomous Web services (i.e., one
uses ISBN-13 whereas the other one uses ISBN-10), testing
the involved Web services in isolation does not suffice to
determine the incompatibility problem. Also, existing
integration testing approaches for Web service compositions treat Web services as black-box components and
verify the correctness of their choreography only [9], [42],
[57], [56]. According to the antidecomposition axiom [72],
verifying the choreography cannot guarantee that a service
composition has been adequately tested. For example, the
choreography in Fig. 1a can be adequately covered (in
terms of path coverage) in testing if the execution of the
Catalog WS and the Warehouse WS follows the paths
“C1 ; C2 ; C3 ; C4 ; C5 ” and “W1 ; W2 ; W3 ; W4 ; W5 ; W6 ,” respectively. However, the aforementioned fault in the application still cannot be detected unless both services follow the
path “C1 ; . . . ; C2 ; C3 ; . . . ; C5 ” and “W1 ; . . . ; W2 ; W3 ; . . . ; W4 ;
W5 ; W6 .” Since services are treated as black-box components, service consumers cannot determine the hidden
scenarios by examining the service choreography alone,
which describes only a partial and abstract view of the
entire service composition. As a result, a service composition as a whole may not be adequately tested to reveal
residual faults.
In addition, even though the aforementioned hidden
scenario is known, an execution of the service composition
that covers this scenario may depend on other factors
(e.g., database of Catalog WS, stock in Warehouse WS and
business logic of Bookshop WS, etc.) which are invisible to
service consumers. As a result, service consumers may still
need to try a large number of test cases to cover the given
scenario, significantly increasing the testing effort.
In the next section, we summarize our solution and
demonstrate how we address the “event exposure versus
information leakage” dilemma by selectively exposing
events from within services.
3. Note that the inconsistency in querying with ISBN-10 and ISBN-13 is
not uncommon, and a report of such inconsistency by practitioners can be
found at https://jira.sakaiproject.org/browse/UMICH-25.
4. The test oracle issue is out of the scope of this paper. With respect to
this example, the tester can verify the testing result with the list of available
books provided by the Warehouse WS. We present more discussion about
the test oracle issue in Section 10.
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Fig. 2. Solution overview.

3

OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGY

In this section, we give an overview of our methodology from
the perspective of service consumers and providers, respectively. We first demonstrate how our approach can be used
by service consumers to test SOA applications. Then, we
review the basic ideas behind our solution and discuss the
research questions addressed in the remainder of this paper.

3.1 Usage Illustration
Fig. 2 illustrates how service consumers apply our approach
to test SOA applications:
The service provider of each involved third-party
service exposes an event interface to service consumers. The event interface declares what kinds of
events the service provider exposes at runtime.
2. Service consumers collect all the event interfaces
from third-party service providers and derive test
cases to test the SOA application.
3. Service consumers test the SOA application using
the derived test cases.
4. Service consumers subscribe to and monitor the
events exposed by all third-party services.
5. Service consumers make use of the events from
third-party services to reason about the test coverage
of the SOA application.
Steps 2-5 are repeated until a given coverage criterion is
satisfied or a given number of rounds have been completed.
Note that a service composition can be tested from two
different perspectives, namely, service orchestration and
service choreography [6], [16]. A service orchestration
represents a service composition from one involved
service’s perspective, describing how this involved service
is constructed and how it interacts with other services
involved in the service composition [64]. Instead of viewing
a service composition from any particular involved service’s perspective, a service choreography describes how all
the involved services collaborate and interact with each
other from a global perspective [64].
Our approach can be applied to both service orchestration and service choreography. With respect to a service
orchestration, service consumers are the developers or
testers of the particular service orchestration. With respect
to a service choreography, service consumers can be a thirdparty tester or all the involved service providers (e.g., they
collaborate to test the service composition together). In
either case, service consumers can apply our approach to
test a service composition following the same steps as
illustrated in Fig. 2.
1.

Fig. 3. Illustration of event exposure at a conceptual level.

In addition, a third-party service may be discovered
dynamically and bound to a service composition at runtime.
To apply our approach to such a scenario, the third-party
service needs to register its event interface in the public
registries (e.g., tModel in UDDI) and explicitly specify
available invocation modes (e.g., testing modes [18]) in the
service registries.

3.2 Solution Overview and Research Questions
Here, we summarize the idea of exploring the use of
exposing events from within services to whiten the testing
of service compositions. All notions informally introduced
below are formalized in Section 4. The term “event” used in
this paper is defined as a state change [21], [47]. A state of a
service is defined as a snapshot of its execution at runtime.
The execution of a service can be seen as a series of
transitions among its states. The transition from one state to
another is defined as a state change. For example, an online
shopping service transitions from the state “the customer has
not been verified” to “the customer has been verified.” Usually,
these states are invisible from outside the service and thus
are referred to as internal states. We define an event to reveal
or to expose a state change from within a service.
Our basic idea is to abstract coverage-related internal
state changes as events and expose them to service
consumers to increase the visibility in testing. As illustrated
in Fig. 3, the entire backend state space of a service
composition is invisible to service consumers except for the
service choreography among the involved services, which is
an abstract and partial view of the service composition. In
our approach, we suggest service providers expose some
events generated at runtime to service consumers so that
service consumers can make use of the exposed events to
gain more visibility and assurance on how adequately the
service composition has been tested. Service providers can
choose to expose the events that can be used to indicate the
test coverage in testing.
For example, if the Catalog WS exposes an event
indicating that the execution of an internal task5 C3 is
completed, then service consumers can identify that task C3
is covered in testing when observing this event. Similarly, if
5. In a Web service composition, Web services communicate with each
other through port actions that are defined in their WSDL interfaces [68].
Tasks other than port actions inside a Web service do not participate in any
communications with other services. These tasks are invisible to service
consumers and are referred to as internal tasks.
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the Warehouse WS exposes two events representing the
completion of internal tasks W2 and W3 , respectively, service
consumers can derive whether a path like “W1 ; . . . ; W2 ;
W3 ; . . . ” is covered or not. In addition, service consumers can
also track data flow covering if service providers expose a
pair of events (e.g., edef ; euse ) for the execution of every two
tasks that define and use a variable of interest in the service
composition (i.e., define-use relations [83]). In Section 6, we
illustrate how to make use of events to represent different test
coverage criteria [83].
The main challenge of our approach lies in how to
balance the tradeoff between the visibility needed to
increase test coverage and the lack of visibility required
by service providers who do not wish to reveal service
internals. As illustrated in Fig. 3, if service providers expose
a small number of events to service consumers, service
consumers may only gain limited visibility improvements
for testing. On the other hand, exposing too many events
may provide enough visibility for service consumers to
accurately determine test coverage for a service composition, but the overexposure of events may also allow service
consumers to understand how a third-party service is
implemented. This is the main challenge addressed in the
remainder of this paper. In particular, we strive to answer
the following three research questions in this paper:
Q1: How do we encapsulate and expose events? A service
provider needs to expose only necessary events to reveal
test coverage information and to encapsulate exposed
events to suppress irrelevant and proprietary service
details. We propose an approach to address this issue in
Sections 6 and 7.
Q2: How do we reason about test coverage of a service
composition based on exposed events? Service consumers need
to derive how adequately an SOA application has been
tested based on events observed during testing. We show
how to do so in Sections 5 and 6.
Q3: How do we make use of exposed events to design test cases
to effectively cover a service composition? Besides event
exposure and determination of test coverage, an approach
is also needed to design test cases to cover a service
composition effectively, which we undertake in Section 8.
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Fig. 4. Web service composition and event exposure.

Definition 2 (Service). A service P is a six tuple ðS; s0 ; G;
C [ I; T ; F Þ, where S is a set of states, s0 2 S is the initial
state, F  S is the set of final states, C is the set of port
actions7 (e.g., sending or receiving a message), I is the set of
internal actions invisible to service consumers, G is the set of
guarded Boolean expressions, and T  S  G  ðC [ IÞ  S
represents the set of transitions.
Given a state s in service P , P can transition from s to
t
s0 , denoted as s ! s0 , if and only if 9t  ðs; g; a; s0 Þ 2 T ^
s ‘ g. An execution of P (also denoted as an instance of P )
ti1
ti2
tik
is a sequence of s0 ! si1 !    ! sik , where sik is its
current state. The execution of a service is the transitioning
of the service from one state to another. Informally
speaking, these state changes represent that something
happened and are defined as events.
Definition 3 (Event). Let s  fðx1 ; tp1 ; v1 Þ; . . . ; ðxn ; tpn ; vn Þg
and s0  fðx01 ; tp01 ; v01 Þ; . . . ; ðx0n ; tp0n ; v0n Þg be two states of
service P . A state change from s to s0 is defined as an event
es!s0  fðxi1 ; tpi1 ; vi1 Þ; . . . ; ðxik ; tpik ; vik Þg  s [ s0 .

Definition 1 (State). A state s is defined as a finite set
fðx1 ; tp1 ; v1 Þ; . . . ; ðxn ; tpn ; vn Þg ðn > 0Þ, where xi is a variable, and tpi and vi are its type and value.6

For example, as illustrated in Fig. 4, we can define an
event e10!11 to represent the state change from s10 to s11 in
service P1 . Note that an event is different from a transition,
in the sense that the former defines that something of
interest happens (i.e., a state change related to a set of
variables xi1 ; . . . ; xik of interest), whereas the latter defines
how something happens (i.e., how a state change comes
about). Since our purpose is to determine the coverage of a
service composition in testing without revealing the
implementation details of services, we only need to know
the state changes related to coverage in testing. Therefore,
we suggest encapsulating events to filter irrelevant state
details and exposing them to indicate the test coverage
inside a service (illustrated in Section 6).
Given a set of Web services, their composition results
from wiring the port actions between the services (e.g., the
dashed lines in Fig. 4 between P1 and P2 ). The link between
two port actions from two different services represents a
message exchange between the two services, as specified in
their WSDL interfaces [68]. To ease the presentation, we
denote the port action sending message mh (the index h
represents a message type) from service Pi to service Pj as
!mh;i!j and the port action from service Pj receiving
message mh as ?mh;i!j . The following definition specifies
the behavior of a service composition.

6. Note that the value of a variable can be a concrete value or a constraint
to define a set of values (e.g., vi  xi > 0).

7. In this paper, the term “action” is used interchangeably with the terms
“activity” in BPEL and “task” in traditional workflows.

4

WEB SERVICES AND EVENTS

Before illustrating how to whiten the testing of service
compositions based on events exposed by services, we
define some basic notions. Also, to keep the paper selfcontained, this section reviews and formalizes the concepts
used in the remainder of this paper, including Web service,
service composition, and event. For illustration purposes,
similar to many existing approaches [12], [32], [33], [79], we
model a service as a finite state machine. Our solution,
however, is not restricted to this model. In Section 10, we
discuss how to apply our approach to other programming
models (e.g., BPEL and Java).
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Definition 4 (Service Composition). Given n services Pi 
ðSi ; si;0 ; Gi ; Ci [ Ii ; Ti ; Fi Þ, i ¼ 1::n, their composition is
denoted as a service P  ðP1 ; P2 ; . . . ; Pn Þ. A state of P can
be represented as ððs1;c1 ; Q1 Þ; . . . ; ðsn;cn ; Qn ÞÞ, where si;ci 2 Si ,
and Qi is the queue of incoming messages from partner services.
The transition ððs1;c1 ; Q1 Þ; . . . ; ðsn;cn ; Qn ÞÞ ! ððs01;c1 ; Q01 Þ;
. . . ; ðs0n;cn ; Q0n ÞÞ is allowed if and only if any of the following
conditions are satisfied:
1.
2.

3.

ti

9ti  ðsi;ci ; gi ; ai ; s0i;ci Þ : si;ci ! s0i;ci ^ ai 2 Ii ^ ð8l 6¼
i : s0l;cl ¼ sl;cl Þ ^ ð8l : Q0l ¼ Ql Þ.
ti
9ti  ðsi;ci ; gi ; ai ; s0i;ci Þ : si;ci ! s0i;ci ^ ai ¼ !mh;i!j ^
Q0j ¼ Qj mh;i!j ^ ð8l 6¼ i : s0l;cl ¼ sl;cl Þ ^ ð8l 6¼ j :
Q0l ¼ Ql Þ.
tj
9tj  ðsj;cj ; gj ; aj ; s0j;cj Þ : sj;cj ! s0j;cj ^ aj ¼ ?mh;i!j ^
mh;i!j Q0j ¼ Qj ^ ð8l 6¼ j : s0l;cl ¼ sl;cl ^ Q0l ¼ Ql Þ.

Intuitively, Definition 4 specifies how a service composition as a whole transitions from one state to another. In
particular, Condition 1 represents a transition by executing
an internal action (that is, from Ii ) of an involved service Pi ;
Condition 2 represents a transition that service Pi sends a
message mh to service Pj (the message mh is attached to the
tail of Qj ); Condition 3 represents a transition that service Pj
handles the message mh received from service Pi (the
message mh is removed from the head of Qj ).
A state ððs1;c1 ; Q1 Þ; . . . ; ðsn;cn ; Qn ÞÞ is called feasible if and
only if there exists a sequence of transitions ððs1;0 ; fgÞ; . . . ;
ðsn;0 ; fgÞÞ !    ! ððs1;c1 ; Q1 Þ; . . . ; ðsn;cn ; Qn ÞÞ.
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confidence on how adequately a service composition has
been tested by measuring how many advertised events are
observed in testing.
Examining whether each individual event advertised by
the involved services is observed during testing can give
service consumers confidence on the adequacy of testing.
However, this simple approach may still be insufficient in
detecting faults that cut across the involved services (e.g.,
inconsistency faults as introduced in Section 2) because
each individual event represents a local state change inside
the involved service. Therefore, we propose another eventbased coverage criterion, namely, event sequence coverage, to
measure the coverage of a service composition from a global
perspective. With event sequence coverage, service consumers can correlate events advertised by the involved
services to enumerate all the possible event sequences they
want to observe based on the temporal order of the exposed
events. Test adequacy is then evaluated based on how many
event sequences can be observed in testing.
We measure the temporal order of events based on their
causality relationship. Formally, given two events es1 !s2
and es3 !s4 raised in a service composition P  ðP1 ;
P2 ; . . . ; Pn Þ, es1 !s2 is said to precede es3 !s4 , denoted as
es1 !s2  es3 !s4 , if and only if any of the following conditions
is satisfied:
.
.

es1 !s2 and es3 !s4 tare from the same service Pi and
t1
t2
i;k1
9si;1 ! si;2 !    ! si;k ^ si;1  s2 ^ si;k  s3 .
es1 !s2 is from service Pi where
ti;1

5

EVENT-BASED COVERAGE CRITERIA

Given the events exposed by services, in this section we
discuss how to make use of these events to measure
test coverage.
Since the services involved in a service composition
declare what kinds of events they expose at runtime (also
referred to as event advertisement), one simple coverage
criterion for a service composition is to examine whether all
the events advertised by services are exposed and observed
in testing. We call this criterion event coverage.
Event coverage criterion (ECC). Given a service
composition P involving services Pi , i ¼ 1::n and let EDi
be the set of events advertised by Pi (i.e., the set of events
that can be exposed by service Pi ). Suppose EPi ð EDi Þ is
the set of events exposed by Pi and observed by service
consumers under a given set of test cases tc, the event
coverage percentage, denoted as Cec ðP ; tcÞ, is equal to
j [ni¼1 EPi j=j [ni¼1 EDi j.
For example, suppose services P1 and P2 in Fig. 4
advertise events e10!11 ; e11!12 ; e11!13 , and e21!23 ; e21!24 ;
e22!24 , respectively. During testing, if e10!11 , e11!12 , and
e21!23 are observed, then 50 percent of the advertised events
are covered. Intuitively, the exposed events reveal some
internal state changes inside a Web service and can thus be
used to indicate the test coverage of the service. For
instance, e10!11 indicates that the task in t10 is covered;
e11!12 and e11!13 imply the branch coverage of t11 and t12 ,
respectively. In more general cases, service providers can
advertise and expose events under particular conditions
(e.g., an event indicating that a book is out of stock, etc.).
Therefore, service consumers can gain visibility and

ti;2

ti;k

9si;1 ! si;2 !    ! si;kþ1 ^ si;1  s1
^ si;r  s2 ð1 < r k þ 1Þ ^ ti;k
¼ fðsi;k ; gi;k ; ai;k ; si;kþ1 Þg ^ ai;k ¼ !mh;i!j ;
and es3 !s4 is from service Pj ði 6¼ jÞ where
tj;1

tj;2

tj;l

9sj;1 ! sj;2 !    ! sj;lþ1 ^ sj;lþ1
 s4 ^ sj;o  s3 ð1 o < l þ 1Þ ^ tj;1
¼ fðsj;1 ; gj;1 ; aj;1 ; sj;2 Þg ^ aj;1 ¼ ?mh;i!j :
Condition 1 indicates that two events are raised sequentially by a service (e.g., e10!11  e11!12 in Fig. 4).8 Condition 2 indicates that es1 !s2 represents a state change inside
service Pi before (or right after) Pi sends a message to service
Pj , and es3 !s4 represents a state change inside Pj after Pj
receives a message from Pi . Therefore, logically es1 !s2
should occur before es3 !s4 . For instance, in Fig. 4, e10!11 
e20!21 because e10!11 is raised before P1 sends message z1 ,
whereas e20!21 is raised after P2 receives z1 .
Based on the temporal order of events, we can organize
events into a sequence. An event sequence e1 ; e2 ; . . . ; em is
feasible if and only if :9i; j : ði < jÞ ^ ej  ei . A feasible
event sequence defines a feasible order in which the events
can be raised by a service composition. Note that since the
involved services in a service composition may be executed
concurrently, events from different services can be exposed
simultaneously. Logically these simultaneously exposed
events may not have any causality relationship. As a result,
these events can be combined in different orders to form
8. Section 6.2 shows how a service can reveal the temporal order of its
events to service consumers via its event interface.
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different feasible event sequences. However, we are not
interested in differentiating these combinations and covering all of them in testing because there are no logical
dependences among these events. Moreover, service consumers may not be able to identify which of these events are
raised first due to the distributed nature of service
compositions. Therefore, we propose the following definition to classify these different combinations as identical.
Definition 5 (Identical Event Sequence). Two event
sequences e1 ; e2 ; . . . ; em and e01 ; e02 ; . . . ; e0m are identical if
and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
.
.
.

8ei : ð9e0j : ei  e0j Þ.
8e0i : ð9ej : e0i  ej Þ.
8ei  e0j ; ek  e0l : ei  ek $ e0j  e0l .

Based on the above discussion, we formulate the
following criterion to examine how adequately the advertised event sequences are observed in testing.
Event sequence coverage criterion (ESCC). Given a
service composition P , let F ES be the set of unique feasible
event sequences (i.e., no identical event sequences) that
service consumers want to observe. Suppose OES is the set
of unique feasible event sequences observed by service
consumers under a given set of test cases tc in testing. The
event sequence coverage percentage for testing, denoted as
Cesc ðP ; tcÞ, is equal to jOESj=jF ESj.
For example, the service composition in Fig. 4 may
advertise the following feasible event sequences:
e10!11 ; e11!12 ; e12!14 ; e20!21 ; e21!23 ; e23!25 ; e25!26 ; e14!15 and
e10!11 ; e11!13 ; e13!14 ; e20!22 ; e22!24 ; e24!25 ; e25!26 ; e14!15 , each
of which indicates an execution path in the service
composition. Therefore, ESCC can be used to measure the
test adequacy of a service composition. Note that when the
event sequence has only one event, ESCC is equal to ECC.
Therefore, ECC is a special case of ESCC. In the remainder
of this paper, we consider ESCC only.
With the event-based coverage criteria proposed in this
section, service consumers can calculate how adequately a
test run satisfies the given criterion based on the exposed
events. In the extreme case where service providers expose
all the events generated during the execution of every
statement inside the services, the event-based coverage
criteria can be used to measure the actual coverage of
program code inside a service composition (e.g., statement
coverage, path coverage [83], etc.). However, service
providers may not be willing to expose all the events but
only a restricted subset of them due to business interests
such as the prevention of information leakage. Therefore,
we need to answer the following question: Is the measurement using event-based coverage criteria still meaningful when
service providers expose only a subset of events? That is, does
the test coverage calculated based on events still reflect the
real coverage of service implementations inside the service
composition? In the next section, we investigate this issue.

6

COVERAGE REASONING

By observing the events exposed by service providers in
testing, service consumers can calculate the test coverage
using the event-based coverage criteria proposed in Section 5.
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In this section, we investigate how to make the measurement
of test coverage based on events meaningful, in the sense that
the coverage calculated based on events reflects the actual test
coverage of a service composition.

6.1 Structure-Based Coverage Criteria
To measure the actual test adequacy of a service composition as a whole, we adopt the structure-based coverage
criteria from traditional software testing. In particular,
without loss of generality, we consider two representative
structure-based data flow and control flow coverage
criteria: They are representative of cases where one should
track the definitions and uses of variables and cases where
one should also account for possible paths. How to handle
other coverage criteria is discussed in Section 6.2.3.
6.1.1 Definition-Use Coverage (DUC)
Given a service composition P  ðP1 ; P2 ; . . . ; Pn Þ and a
variable xj , let a be a task that assigns a value to xj and b be
a task or a transition that reads the value of xj . ða; bÞ is a
definition-use (DU) pair of xj , denoted as DUðxj ; a; bÞ, if and
only if there exists a sequence of state transitions in P ,
tk
t1
s0 ! s1    ! sk , where
t1 ¼ ðs0 ; g1 ; a1 ;s1 Þ;tk ¼ ðsk1 ; gk ; ak ; sk Þ; a ¼ a1 ; b 2 fgk ;
ak g, and
. 8ti ¼ ðsi1 ; gi ; ai ; si Þ, 1 < i < k, ai does not assign any
value to xj .9
For example, as illustrated in Fig. 4, there is a DU pair for
variable y between t10 and t11 because y is assigned a value
by the task inside t10 and the value is read by the guarded
expression inside t11 . Similarly, variable z1 is assigned a
value by t11 and the value is sent to P2 via t13 and t20 , and
finally read by the guarded expression inside t22 . Therefore,
there is a DU pair for variable z1 between t11 and t22 .
The DU coverage criterion tracks all the DU pairs of
variables in a service composition and counts how many of
them are covered in testing (also referred to as All-uses [83]).
That is, let SDU represent the set of all DU pairs for variables
and Scovered  SDU be the set of DU pairs being covered in
testing, then the DU coverage adequacy for the test run is
equal to jScovered j=jSDU j.
.

6.1.2 Path Coverage (PC)
According to Definition 4, given a service composition P 
ðP1 ; P2 ; . . . ; Pn Þ, Pi  ðSi ; si;0 ; Gi ; Ci [ Ii ; Ti ; Fi Þ, i ¼ 1::n, a
complete path of P is a sequence of state transitions from its
tk
t1
   ! sk ,
initial state to its final state, that is, s0 ! s1 !
t0k
where s0  ððs1;0 ; fgÞ; . . . ; ðsn;0 ; fgÞÞ and :9s0k ; sk ! s0k .
The path coverage criterion is to measure the percentage
of all the complete paths in a service composition that have
been traversed in testing. However, a service composition
may have an infinite number of complete paths if there are
loops in the service composition. Therefore, in practice, if a
complete path is longer than a given maximum length (i.e.,
the number of state transitions from the initial state is larger
than a given maximum number), only the given number of
state transitions from the initial state is counted for this
path. With this constraint, let Spath be the set of paths of P
9. ai can be a task sending xj or a task receiving xj .
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that satisfy the above requirements and let Scovered  Spath be
the set of paths that are covered in testing, then the test
adequacy for path coverage is equal to jScovered j=jSpath j.

6.2 Event Exposure
Given a service composition involving services Pi  ðSi ;
si;0 ; Gi ; Ci [ Ii ; Ti ; Fi Þ, i ¼ 1::n, and the aforementioned
structure-based coverage criteria, service providers need
to: 1) determine what kinds of events they should
advertise in the event interfaces, and 2) publish the event
interfaces to service consumers and expose the advertised
events in testing. In the following sections, we illustrate
how to do that.
6.2.1 Event Interface for DU Coverage Criterion
The DU coverage criterion is to track all the DU pairs of
variables. For each DU pair of a given variable inside a
service, the service provider can define one event to signal
the update of the variable and another event to signal the
reading of the updated value of the variable. The event
sequence of these two events then represents a DU of the
variable. However, a variable may be defined in one service
and used in another service. To represent a DU that cuts
across different services (i.e., coupling def-use [15], [41]),
each service provider also needs to declare in its event
interface how a variable is assigned a value inside its
service and how the value is propagated to another service
via its communicating port actions. Similarly, the service
receiving the value of a variable from another service must
also declare how the value is used inside its service.
For example, as illustrated in Fig. 4, variable y is updated
by t10 and read by t11 . This DU pair can be represented by
the event sequence e10!11 ; e11!12 . Similarly, the value of
variable z1 is updated by t11 and propagated to P2 via t13
and t20 . The propagated value is then used by t22 . Therefore,
the event sequence e11!12 ; e12!14 from P1 and the event
sequence e20!21 ; e21!23 from P2 can be used to derive the
DU pair for z1 across P1 and P2 .
To ease the presentation, we denote Dx , Ux , Sx , and Rx
as the event signals updating variable x, reading the value
of x (e.g., in a guarded expression or a task), sending the
value of x via a port action, and receiving the value of x via
a port action, respectively. Then, the event interface
(denoted as EIi;du ) of Pi can be defined as follows:
tk1
t1
EIi;du  fðes1 !s2 ; esk1 ;sk Þg, where 9s1 ! s2 !    ! sk , and
es1 !s2 2 fDx ; Rx g, esk1 ;sk 2 fUx ; Sx g, and x is not updated
by any tg ð1 < g < k  1Þ.
To summarize, given the event interface EIi;du , i ¼ 1::n,
service consumers can construct all the DU pairs of a service
composition based on event sequences, denoted as ESDU .
For any ðe1 ; e2 Þ 2 ESDU , if and only if it satisfies any of the
following conditions:
.
.

ðe1 ; e2 Þ 2 EIi;du or
9ðe1 ; e01 Þ 2 EIi0 ;du ; ðej1 ; e0j1 Þ 2 EIi1 ;du ; . . . ; ðejk ; e0jk Þ 2
EIik ;du ; ðe02 ; e2 Þ 2 EIikþ1 ;du , s u c h t h a t e1 ¼ Dx ;
e01 ¼ Sx , e02 ¼ Rx , e2 ¼ Ux , and 8l : ejl ¼ Rx ^ e0jl ¼ Sx .

6.2.2 Event Interface for Path Coverage Criterion
According to the path coverage criterion, we need to
enumerate all the paths of a service composition based on
events. To do so, we can correlate events from different
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services and reason about the path coverage based on the
event sequence coverage criterion.
To represent a path inside a service, the service can
advertise two events indicating the first and the last state
changes along the path. However, this is not enough
because different paths may share the first and last state
changes. To differentiate different paths, the service can
expose an event whenever its execution picks a branch
(e.g., pick activity in BPEL). In addition, service providers
also need to specify the temporal orders (i.e.,  ) between
the exposed events in the event interfaces. For example, in
Fig. 4, to represent its two paths, P1 can advertise four
events associated with the following temporal orders:
e10!11  e11!12  e14!15 , e10!11  e11!13  e14!15 .
Although each service can advertise events to enumerate
its own paths, one remaining issue is how to correlate the
individual paths from different services to represent a
global path for a service composition. To do so, services also
need to advertise events indicating the state changes due to
their communication. For example, service P1 in Fig. 4 can
advertise an event e12!14 when P1 sends a message to P2 .
Similarly, service P2 can advertise an event e20!21 when P2
receives the message from P1 . Such events can then be used
to derive the temporal orders between events from different
services, as described in Section 5.
Given the aforementioned events and their temporal
orders advertised in the event interfaces, service consumers
can organize the events from different services into feasible
event sequences. According to Definition 4, each identical
event sequence then represents a path of the service
composition. For example, suppose services P1 and P2
in Fig. 4 advertise events e10!11  e11!12  e12!14  e14!15
and e20!21  e21!23  e25!26 , respectively. Service consumers can organize the events into a feasible event sequence
e10!11 ; e11!12 ; e12!14 ; e20!21 ; e21!23 ; e25!26 ; e14!15 . This event
t10
sequence represents the path along the transitions s10 !
t13
t15
t25
t27
t11
t21
t22
s11 ! s12 ! s14 ! s15 and s20 ! s21 ! s23 ! s25 ! s26 in the
service composition. In this way, service consumers can
measure the path coverage of a service composition based on
the event sequence coverage criterion.
To summarize, service Pi can define an event interface for
the path coverage criterion (denoted as EIi;pc ) formally as
follows: EIi;pc  fES; T Og, where ES  fesk !sj g is the set of
advertised events satisfying any of the following conditions:
. sk  si;0 or
. sj 2 Fi or
. 9t ¼ ðsk ; g; a; sj Þ; a ¼ !m _ a ¼ ?m or
. 9t ¼ ðsk ; g; a; sj Þ ^ t0 ¼ ðsk ; g0 ; a0 ; s0j Þ 2 Ti ^ t 6¼ t0
and T O ¼ ES  ES represents the temporal orders between
the advertised events.

6.2.3 Handling Other Coverage Criteria
In this paper, we restrict our discussions to the above two
structure-based coverage criteria for the following reasons.
First, the focus of this paper is not to investigate and
compare the advantages and disadvantages of different
structure-based coverage criteria for SOA testing. Instead,
we focus on how to reason about the structure coverage of a
service composition. We propose two event-based coverage
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criteria (i.e., ECC and ESCC) and use them to reason about the
structure coverage of a service composition based on exposed
events. Therefore, we use the two representative structurebased coverage criteria for illustration purposes, only.
Second, other control-flow and data-flow coverage
criteria can be handled in a similar manner. For example,
to reason about the branch or statement coverage [83] of a
service composition, service providers can expose events to
indicate the execution of a branch or a statement. Then,
service consumers can apply the ECC criterion to reason
about its coverage based on the exposed events. Similarly,
to reason about the all DU path coverage [83] of a service
composition, service providers can publish an event interface similar to that for the path coverage. In this way,
service consumers can construct a unique set of feasible
event sequences, each of which is mapped to a DU path,
and apply the ESCC criterion to reason about the all DU
path coverage.
In addition, the round-trip strategy is usually applied to
measure the test adequacy of a state chart or an objectoriented program [13]. To apply this strategy, service
consumers only need to construct and prune the event
sequences that can be mapped to the round-trip paths based
on the event interfaces for path coverage. Other strategies
such as selecting the subset of paths covering loops at least
once or selecting linearly independent paths [53] can be
handled in a similar way.

6.2.4 Algorithm for Deriving Event Interfaces
Above, we presented a formal definition of an event
interface for a service with respect to each given coverage
criterion. Here, we present an algorithm to derive the event
interface.
Algorithm 1 uses a breadth-first search strategy to
traverse the service and generate the events for each state
change inside a service. A queue (i.e., qsearch ) is used to store
the states that have not been visited. To track the temporal
order between two events for the PC coverage criterion,
ECs;from and ECs;to are used to cache the events that are
raised due to the state changes from state s, and the latest
events that are raised due to the state changes before state s,
respectively. Similarly, to keep track of the DU relationship
for the DU coverage criterion, ECs;def and ECs;use are used
to cache the latest Dx ; Rx events raised before state s, and
the Ux ; Sx events raised immediately after state s, respectively. The algorithm keeps traversing the service until the
search queue is empty (Lines 3, 24 to 26). Then, it constructs
the temporal orders between events for the PC criterion
(Lines 28 to 30) and the DU relationship for the DU
coverage criterion (Lines 31 to 33).
During the traversal of each transition (Lines 5 to 23), the
function GenerateEvents at Line 6 generates all the events
(e.g., variableRead events, variableModification events, or
more general events as defined in Definition 3) due to a
state transition from cs to s. Then, the function needExposure
at Line 7 filters other events and keeps only the ones that
need to be advertised in the event interface in the set EP
based on the conditions specified in the above discussion.
For the path coverage criterion, if EP is not empty, EP is
cached in ECcs;from and ECs;to (Lines 13 and 14); otherwise,
ECcs;to is propagated to ECs;to (Line 10). Similarly, for the
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DU coverage criterion, whenever an event in EP signals the
definition or receiving of a variable (Line 17), this event is
put into ECs;def (Line 18); whenever an event in EP signals
the reading or sending of a variable (Line 19), this event
is put into ECcs;use (Line 20); if an event from ECcs;def
signals the definition or receiving of a variable whose value
is not updated during the transition (Line 22), then this
event is propagated to ECs;def (Line 23).

Suppose a service has k transitions and exposes m events
in the event interface, then the algorithm traverses the
service in at most k steps. To construct the temporal orders
between advertised events, the algorithm needs to execute
the code at Line 30 or Line 33 at most m2 times. Therefore,
the complexity of Algorithm 1 in the worst case is Oðk þ m2 Þ.
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6.3 Correctness
Given the aforementioned event interfaces of involved
services and the events exposed at runtime, service
consumers can reason about the test coverage of a service
composition in testing. The test coverage measurement
calculated based on exposed events is exactly the same as
the test coverage of the service composition. The correctness
of this fact is guaranteed by the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Given any of the above two coverage criteria and
corresponding event interfaces, the test coverage calculated
based on events in testing is exactly the same as the test coverage
of a service composition under the given coverage criterion.
The proof of Theorem 1 is to construct a one-to-one
mapping between the items that want to be covered (i.e.,
DU pairs or paths) inside a service composition and the
events (or event sequences) advertised in the event
interfaces. Details can be found in the Appendix.
With Theorem 1, service consumers can determine how
adequately a service composition has been covered in
testing. This requires service providers to agree to expose
the selected events in the event interfaces. However, due to
business interests such as prevention of information
leakage, service providers may not be willing to disclose
too many details about their internal state changes. In the
next section, we illustrate how to address this concern
based on event encapsulation.

7

INFORMATION HIDING

Although the event interfaces derived in Section 6.2 expose
only a subset of events, these events may still reveal
information about the implementation details of a service.
In this section, we apply information theory to analyze the
information leakage from Web services due to event
exposure. We then illustrate how to encapsulate the
exposed events to reduce information leakage.
According to information theory [66], given a channel
with input X and output Y , the information of X leaked by
Y can be measured as the mutual information between X
and Y [22], [51], denoted as IðX; Y Þ, where IðX; Y Þ 
HðXÞ  HðXjY Þ and HðXÞ is the entropy of X, i.e.,
X
pðxÞ log pðxÞ;
HðXÞ  
x2X

HðXjY Þ  

X
y2Y

pðyÞ

X

pðxjyÞ log pðxjyÞ;

x2X

and pðxÞ represents the probability of x. The smaller IðX; Y Þ
is, the less information is leaked. When X and Y are
independent, IðX; Y Þ ¼ 0.
The event exposure from Web services can be seen as a
channel, where the input X represents the implementation
details of a service and the output Y represents the set of
exposed events. According to Definition 2, a service consists
of states and transitions. Therefore, the potential information leakage of a service’s implementation includes state
information (i.e., variables and their values) and transition
information (i.e., tasks and control flow information).
To address the amount of information leaked via event
exposure, this section presents an approach to hide
information about the service implementation based on
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event encapsulation. Informally speaking, event encapsulation means to abstract the necessary information and filter
other irrelevant details from events. The formal definition is
as follows.
Definition 6 (Event Encapsulation). Given an event e 
fðx1 ; tpx1 ; vx1 Þ; . . . ; ðxn ; tpxn ; vxn Þg, event e0  fðy1 ; tpy1 ;
vy1 Þ; . . . ; ðym ; tpym ; vym Þg is an encapsulation of e, denoted
as enpðe0 ; eÞ, if and only if there exists a mapping function
fe!e0 such that 8 V  ðxi ; tpxi ; vxi Þ 2 e; fe!e0 ðV Þ 2 e0 .
Based on the concept of event encapsulation, we now
illustrate how to hide state information and transition
information from events, respectively.

7.1 State Information Hiding
Since an event reveals a state change inside a service,
service consumers might be able to deduce internal state
changes of a service based on the service’s exposed events.
Let E be the set of all potential internal state changes and
EP be the set of exposed events; according to information
theory, the amount of such information leakage can be
quantified as IðE; EP Þ.
According to Definition 6, service providers can encapsulate a given event’s variables and values into another event
whose variables and values have no semantic implications to
the former. Then, those encapsulated events, instead of the
original events, are advertised and exposed to service
consumers. For example, suppose a bookshop service wants
to expose an event e ¼ fðxstock ; int; vstock Þ; ðxsale ; int; vsale Þg
for testing purposes. To hide the stock and sale information,
the service provider can encapsulate this event into another
one, e0 ¼ fðy; int; vy Þg, where variable y and its value has no
physical meaning (and the mapping is invisible to service
consumers). In this way, e and e0 can be seen as independent
and the information leakage IðE; EP Þ is close to 0.
This solution protects the state information from being
leaked by encapsulating the event variables and values,
which remain invisible to service consumers. Although the
encapsulated events can be used to reason about the test
coverage of a service composition under test, they provide
no useful information to derive the test cases. Therefore, a
better solution is to encapsulate a subset of events and keep
the others EP 0 EP , where the event contents in EP 0 are
used for deriving test cases (discussed in Section 8).
According to information theory, IðE; EP 0 Þ IðE; EP Þ:
The fewer events are exposed in EP 0 , the less information
is leaked.
7.2 Transition Information Hiding
Since an event reveals only a state transition of a service, the
internal task information is kept invisible to service
consumers. Therefore, we only need to consider the
potential control flow information leakage. According to
Definition 2, a service can be regarded as a directed graph
with states as nodes and transitions as edges. Service
consumers might be able to guess the structure of a service’s
graph based on the exposed events. Let G represent the
graph of a service and EP be the set of exposed events;
according to information theory, the amount of such
information leakage can be quantified as IðG; EP Þ.
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Fig. 5. Encapsulation of event sequences.

In the event interface for the DU coverage criterion,
given a DU pair of a variable, service consumers are less
likely to deduce the service structure between the points
where the variable is defined and used due to the existence
of an infinite number of potential paths between the DU
pair. However, in the event interface for the path coverage
criterion, the temporal order of advertised events is also
exposed. Service consumers can still infer the transition
information inside a service based on the temporal order of
exposed events. In this section, we illustrate how to
eliminate transition information leakage from event interfaces for the path coverage criterion.
Our solution is based on filtering out some events from
the event interface and encapsulating the temporal orders of
all events into the remaining events. We choose to keep only
three classes of events in the event interface, that is,
ES 0  fesk !sj g, where esk !sj satisfies any of the following
conditions:
. sk  si;0 or
. sj 2 Fi or
. 9t ¼ ðsk ; g; a; sj Þ; a ¼ !m _ a ¼ ?m.
The first two classes of events represent the first and the
last state changes along a path inside the service. The third
class represents that the service interacts with other services
(i.e., sends or receives a message).
The reason we keep these three classes of events and
filter all other events is that we can construct an event
interface equivalent to the original one in terms of coverage
reasoning. To do so, we encapsulate all possible original
event sequences based on the remaining events. Given any
two events e1 ; e2 2 ES 0 : e1  e2 ^ ð:9e3 2 ES 0 : e1  e3 ^
e3  e2 Þ, suppose there are n event sequences between e1
and e2 (i.e., e1      e2 ) in the original event interface,
then our solution is to add one variable into e2 . The added
variable is assigned a value from 1 to n, each of which
corresponds to an event sequence between e1 and e2 .
For example, as illustrated in Fig. 5, suppose only e1 and e2
need to be exposed. There are four different event sequences
from e1 to e2 . To hide the control flow information and
internal structure of the service, e2 is complemented with an
additional variable with the value equal to 1, 2, 3, or 4. The
ð1Þ
ð2Þ
ð3Þ
ð4Þ
resulting events e2 , e2 , e2 , and e2 encapsulate the
corresponding four event sequences between e1 to e2 .
To reason about the test coverage based on the revised
event interfaces, we need to enumerate the possible original
event sequences based on the remaining events in the
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revised event interfaces. To ease the presentation, we
denote e2 with the value of the added variable equal to j
ðjÞ
as e2 . Then we can enumerate the n event sequences
ðjÞ
between e1 and e2 as e1  e2 ðj ¼ 1::nÞ. In the event
ðiÞ
ðjÞ
sequence coverage criterion, we treat e1  e2 and e1  e2
ði 6¼ jÞ as different event sequences. In this way, the test
coverage calculated based on the revised event interface is
the same as that using the original event interfaces.
This solution preserves the accuracy of test coverage
reasoning and hides transition information inside a service.
Since the events representing service interactions and their
temporal orders are publicly visible to service consumers
based on their service choreography, little information
inside a service is leaked from these events. The only
information leakage from the revised event interface is the
total number of paths inside the service between two
temporally consecutive events e1 and e2 . Service consumers,
however, are less likely to infer the transition information
inside the service based on such information. The reason for
this is as follows.
Suppose e2 encapsulates n event sequences between e1
and e2 , meaning that there are n possible paths between e1
and e2 inside the service. Suppose there are a total of
m transitions (which are unknown to service consumers)
state where e2 is
between the state where e1 is raised toPthe Q
m
raised. Then, there are a total of N ¼ m
i¼1
j¼miþ1 j paths
(could be more, if a transition exists more than once in a
path) between these two states. Therefore, the possibility of
inferring the structure of a service implementation between
. When n ¼ 2 and m ¼ 3, the
e1 and e2 is less than n!ðNnÞ!
N!
probability is less than 1 percent, implying that a service’s
structure and the number of observed paths are nearly
independent. Therefore, the transition information leakage
IðG; EP Þ is small.

8

TEST CASE GENERATION

As mentioned in Sections 5 and 6, service consumers can
subscribe to the events advertised by service providers in
their event interfaces and calculate the test coverage based
on exposed events from involved services. In this way,
service consumers can reason about how well a service
composition has been tested.
One important issue remaining is how to design test
cases to cover the advertised events or event sequences
effectively, that is, how to generate the test cases such that
the advertised events or event sequences can be observed in
testing under these test cases. In this section, we investigate
several different solutions to this issue. The test oracle issue
is out of the scope of this paper.

8.1 Random Testing
One simple solution is to apply a random testing approach
[52] and generate test cases randomly. This solution is
simple and no prior knowledge about the service implementation is needed. However, as mentioned in Section 1,
the execution of one scenario (e.g., a path) in a service may
depend on the execution state of some particular scenarios
in another service [13], [72]. A dependence such as this
increases the difficulty in effectively generating test cases
that cover a service composition adequately. As a result, to
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cover a service composition adequately, service consumers
may need to try a large number of test cases (and may thus
need a large number of test oracles). This significantly
increases the testing effort.

8.2 Constraint-Based Test Case Generation
We now illustrate another solution that explores the
dependence information among services and attaches this
information to event interfaces. The purpose of this is to
allow service consumers to use the additionally exposed
information to generate test cases effectively to cover a
service composition.
To address the difficulty encountered in random test
case generation, one natural solution is to explore more
information related to exposed events to provide more
insights about the internal execution of a service. In
particular, we can analyze the service to determine the
conditions under which an event can be raised. For
example, as illustrated in Fig. 4, event e12!14 is raised if
and only if service P1 transitions from s10 to s14 , that is,
t10
t13
t11
s10 ! s11 ! s12 ! s14 . Since the guarded condition of t10 is
always true, P1 can transition from s10 to s11 . According to
the action in t10 , state s11 should satisfy the following
t13
t11
condition: y ¼ x þ 10. If s11 ! s12 ! s14 , then s11 ‘ g11 ^
s12 ‘ g13 should be satisfied, that is, the condition ðy ¼
x þ 10Þ ^ ðy < 20Þ should be satisfied at state s11 . Therefore,
under this condition, e12!14 is raised to follow after e10!11 .
To ease the presentation, we call this condition the causality
condition between events e10 and e11 , denoted as
CCðe10 ; e11 Þ.10
Note that causality conditions between events can be
derived during the construction of event interfaces with
t
Algorithm 1. Formally, suppose s ! s0 and SCðsÞ represens
the constraints s satisfies, then SCðs0 Þ  SCðsÞ ^ g ^ a,
where g and a are the guarded condition and action in t,
respectively.11 We can iteratively apply this rule during the
traversal of a service in Algorithm 1 to calculate the
causality conditions between every exposed event and
the event that directly precedes it. Suppose event es1 !s2
tk
t1
t2
directly precedes esk !skþ1 , that is, 9s1 ! s2 !    ! skþ1 and
t3
tk1
t2
no event is raised during s2 ! s3 !    ! sk . Then we have


ð1Þ
CCðes1 !s2 ; esk !skþ1 Þ  SCðs1 Þ ^ ^kj¼1 ðgj ^ aj Þ ;
where gj and aj are the guarded condition and action in
transition tj , respectively.
By exposing causality conditions between advertised
events into event interfaces, service consumers can derive
the conditions under which each advertised event can be
exposed or each event sequence can be observed.
Formally, suppose under condition c1 event e1 is raised
and e1 precedes e2 , then e2 is raised under the condition
c2  c1 ^ CCðe1 ; e2 Þ. Similarly, given a feasible event
sequence e1 ; e2 ; . . . ; em , we can derive the constraint c
under which the event sequence can be observed, that is,
10. Note that causality conditions are not restricted to arithmetic
conditions. They may include other constraints enforced at the semantic
level using first-order logic, which can be handled using SMT solvers (e.g.,
STP [35]).
11. We can always rename the variables to make sure each variable is
assigned a value only once. The assignment operator “:=” in an action is
then replaced by the equal operator “=” in the expression. Therefore, we can
calculate the constraint of SCðs0 Þ in this way.
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c  c1 ^ ð^CCðej ; ek ÞÞ ð1 j; k mÞ, where ej directly
precedes ek .
For example, given a feasible event sequence e10!11 ;
e11!12 ; e12!14 ; e20!21 ; e21!23 ; e23!25 ; e25!26 ; e14!15 in Fig. 4
and the causality conditions between these events, the
constraint for this event sequence is equal to ðy ¼ x þ
10Þ ^ ðy < 20Þ ^ ðz1 ¼ 2yÞ ^ ðz1 < 30Þ ^ ðu1 ¼ z1  6Þ ^ ðw ¼
u1 þ 2Þ. When the constraint is satisfied, this event
sequence can be observed. By applying constraint solving
techniques to this constraint, service consumers can obtain
a solution fx ¼ 2; y ¼ 12; z1 ¼ 24; u1 ¼ 18; w ¼ 20g. This
solution indicates a test case (that is, fx ¼ 2g) to cover
the feasible event sequence.
This solution is effective in generating test cases to cover
the advertised events or event sequences, but it suffers from
two limitations: 1) The exposed causality conditions cause
information leakage from a service implementation; 2) the
complexity of constraint solving is high when the number
of variables is large. In the next section, we propose a
hybrid solution to combine random testing with constraintbased test case generation. The purpose is to trade off the
effectiveness of test cases, efficiency of test case generation,
and information leakage.

8.3 Hybrid Solution
In random testing, test cases are generated randomly. No
prior knowledge about the service implementation is
needed. Therefore, test cases can be generated efficiently
and no information is leaked. The limitation of random
testing is that a large number of test cases may be needed to
adequately cover a service composition. On the other hand,
constraint-based test case generation is effective in covering
a service composition but suffers from information leakage
and high complexity of test case generation. Therefore, we
consider combining both solutions to trade off the effectiveness of test cases, efficiency of test case generation, and
information leaked.
Our basic idea is to relax the constraints for events or event
sequences. Instead of generating a constraint for every
individual event or event sequence, we combine the
constraints for a group of different events or event sequences
into one constraint. To further hide the service implementation details, the resulting constraint can be relaxed to include
some test cases that do not cover the given events or event
sequences in the group. Next, we randomly generate test
cases and filter test cases based on the constraint. The
randomly generated test cases are filtered if they do not
satisfy the constraint. In this way, we avoid the high
complexity of applying constraint solving to generate each
test case. More importantly, compared to random testing, the
test cases generated are more effective. On the other hand,
less information is leaked because the exposed constraints
are relaxed.
In general, a more relaxed constraint (which means it
has a large solution space) implies that: 1) Less information is leaked (because it is less specific about the service
implementation and more variables are hidden), and
2) the generated test cases are less effective in covering
the events or event sequences (because more test cases
that do not cover the events or event sequences are also
included), and 3) the test case generation is more efficient
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TABLE 1
Applications and Descriptive Statistics

Fig. 6. Hybrid test case generation.

(because randomly generated test cases are less likely to
be filtered by a constraint with a large solution space).
Therefore, service providers can trade off among the
effectiveness of test cases, information leakage, and
efficiency of test case generation by controlling the
granularity of the constraints exposed.
Given a set of events e1 ; e2 ; . . . ; en and the corresponding
conditions C1 ; C2 ; . . . ; Cn under which the events can be
generated. A simple way to generate a single constraint for
this set of events is to combine all the conditions into one
C1 [ C2 [ . . . [ Cn . This solution, however, needs to derive
Ci for each event ei first.
Another solution is to determine the event ei that
precedes all the other events, that is, 8j; j 6¼ i; ei  ej . Ci is
then exposed as the relaxed constraint for the set of
events.12 For example, as depicted in Fig. 6, the condition
under which e6 is raised is used to represent the relaxed
constraint for events e8 and e9 . Similarly, for a set of event
sequences, we can find their shared prefix and use the
conditions for the shared prefix to represent the relaxed
constraint for the set of event sequences. For example, the
relaxed constraint for the event sequences e1 ; e3 ; e7 ; e11 and
e1 ; e3 ; e7 ; e12 in Fig. 6 can be derived as the conditions for the
event sequence e1 ; e3 ; e7 .

9

EVALUATION

As illustrated in Sections 6 and 8, our approach makes use
of events exposed by services via their event interfaces to
determine the test coverage of an entire service composition
and to derive test cases for the service composition. This
section evaluates our approach quantitatively by comparing
it to existing work in terms of test coverage rate, effectiveness in fault-detection, and test case generation. We also
analyze and evaluate the tradeoff between information
leakage and effectiveness of test case generation. Finally, we
evaluate the running time complexity of our algorithms and
the overhead of event exposure.

9.1

Evaluation of Test Coverage and Effectiveness
of Fault Detection
9.1.1 Experimental Setup
We use five open-source service compositions to evaluate
our work: A loan approval application [40] (denoted as
LA), a book ordering application [61] (denoted as BO), a
12. In the evaluation, we use the latter approach as our hybrid solution.

supply-chain application [74] (denoted as SC), an insurance
claim application [79] (denoted as IN), and an auction
application [37] (denoted as AC). Each application is
characterized in Table 1. These applications have also been
widely used for service testing and verification in the
literature [8], [42], [55], [79], [81].
In this experiment, we evaluate the coverage percentage
in testing and the effectiveness in fault detection of our
approach (denoted as OA). We adapt the approach
proposed by Bartolini et al. [4] as a baseline (denoted as
EA). That is, given a composition of services s1 ; s2 ; . . . ; sn ,
and letting ci be the coverage of si reported by the approach
[4], EA measures P
the average coverage of this service
composition as c ¼ ni¼1 ci =n.
Faulty versions of service compositions are needed for
the experiment. To the best of our knowledge, few faulty
versions of compositions have been reported by developers.
Therefore, we generate different faulty versions of service
compositions by seeding one fault into the five original
service compositions using mutation testing techniques
[28]. We systematically generate mutations for the five
service compositions: Each faulty version has one mutation.
Two types of mutations are generated: Type 1 corresponds
to the faults internal to a service and Type 2 represents
inconsistency faults that cut across different services in a
service composition (e.g., manipulation of the incompatible
ISBN numbers by the Catalog WS and the Warehouse WS
from Fig. 1 from our earlier example.)
To generate faulty versions of Type 1, we systematically
replace the operators, variables, and constants in the
guarded expressions and actions with a corresponding
mutation.13 To generate faulty versions of Type 2, we
systematically add a pair of inconsistent operations (e.g.,
the total amount for two accounts changed after transferring money from one to the other) into pairs of tasks from
different services. The joint execution of both tasks
represents an inconsistency fault. To filter equivalent
mutants,14 we test every faulty version using all the test
cases in the test pool.15 If a mutant cannot be detected by
any test case in the test pool, we regard it as an equivalent
mutant and remove it from the set of faulty versions.
Finally, we obtain 965 faulty versions of the three service
compositions (Type 1: 710, Type 2: 255), a detailed
description of the seeded mutations is shown in Table 2.
13. We do not generate mutations for XML data [77]. Instead, we seed
mutations for the communication tasks (e.g., replacing the variables in the
tasks) to generate invalid message faults.
14. The term equivalent mutant means that the program resulting from
applying the mutation operators is equivalent to the original one.
15. We generate 100,000 test cases in the test pool using the random
testing approach [52].
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TABLE 2
Summary of Mutations by Categories

We randomly select a test case from the test pool and
execute a target faulty version of a service composition
over the test case. If the test case improves the coverage
percentage reported by OA or EA under a given coverage
criterion, 16 then it is added to the test suite for
the corresponding approach. The test case selection
procedure terminates if 100 percent coverage is reported
by the corresponding approach or if, after a maximum
number (200) of trials, the coverage has not improved. This
procedure is repeated 128 times for each faulty version.
To compare the test coverage of OA and EA under a
given coverage criterion, we measure the real test coverage
of the entire service composition in testing using each
approach with the aforementioned test suites. To evaluate
the effectiveness of fault detection, we measure the faultdetection rate [39]. The fault-detection rate (denoted as
fdrate) is calculated as the ratio of the number of test suites
that can detect the fault in the faulty version over the total
number of test suites selected.

9.1.2 Experiment Data Analysis
In this section, we analyze and report the experimental
results.
To compare the test coverage of OA and EA for each
given coverage criterion X (X 2 fDUC; P Cg), we test the
following hypothesis:
H0 (null hypothesis). Given a coverage criterion
X 2 fDUC; P Cg, there is no significant difference
between the real test coverage using OA and EA.
. H1 (alternative hypothesis). Given a coverage criterion
X 2 fDUC; P Cg, the real test coverage using OA is
significantly larger than that of EA.
To evaluate the effectiveness of fault-detection, we test
the following hypothesis:
.

H0 (null hypothesis). Given a coverage criterion
X 2 fDUC; P Cg, there is no significant difference
between the fault-detection rate using OA and EA.
. H1 (alternative hypothesis). Given a coverage criterion
X 2 fDUC; P Cg, the fault-detection rate using OA is
significantly larger than that of EA.
In the experiment, we calculate the average real coverage
and fault-detection rate for each faulty version using both
OA and EA approaches. The statistics of the real coverage
and fault-detection rate for each faulty version using both
approaches are shown in Fig. 7. To ease the comparison, we
calculate the difference of coverage (and fault detection
.

16. Note that the coverage percentage reported by OA is given by the
formula in Section 5.
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rate) using OA and EA, that is, DIF Fcoverage ¼ coverageOA 
coverageEA and DIF Ffdrate ¼ fdrateOA  fdrateEA .
The distribution of DIF Fcoverage using DU and the path
coverage criteria for faults of Types 1 and 2 are shown in
Figs. 7a and 7b, respectively. We can observe that
DIF Fcoverage shares similar patterns between faults of Types 1
and 2: For both types of faults, DIF Fcoverage using the DU
coverage criterion varies between ½0; 0:15 and DIF Fcoverage
using the path coverage criterion varies between ½0:1; 0:6 .
Fig. 7c shows the average coverage of OA and EA and the
corresponding standard errors: Using the DU coverage
criterion, on average OA can achieve 7, 8, and 7 percent
more coverage than EA for faults of Type 1, Type 2, and
overall, respectively; using the path coverage criterion, on
average, OA can achieve 23, 36, and 27 percent more
coverage than EA for faults of Type 1, Type 2, and overall,
respectively. The detailed improvement of coverage for each
application is shown in Table 3. We find that DIF Fcoverage
using PC is larger than that using DUC (0.27 versus 0.07 on
average). This is because the path coverage criterion
measures the coverage of global paths only in a service
composition, whereas the DU coverage criterion measures
both local DU pairs inside a service and the DU pairs across
different services. Therefore, compared to the DU coverage
criterion, OA (which is from a global perspective) can
achieve much higher coverage than EA (which is from a local
perspective) using the path coverage criterion.
The distribution of DIF Ffdrate using the DUC and PC
coverage criteria for faults of Types 1 and 2 is shown in
Figs. 7d and 7e, respectively. For faults of Type 1,
DIF Ffdrate varies mainly between ½0; 0:2 and ½0; 0:1 using
the DU and path coverage criteria, respectively. For faults
of Type 2, DIF Ffdrate varies mainly between ½0; 0:3 and
½0; 0:5 using the DU coverage and path coverage criteria,
respectively. The average fault-detection rate using OA
and EA and corresponding standard errors are shown in
Fig. 7f: Using the DU coverage criterion, on average OA
achieves a 6, 9, and 7 percent higher fault-detection rate
than EA for faults of Type 1, Type 2, and overall,
respectively; using the PC coverage criterion, OA achieves
on average a 3, 9, and 5 percent higher fault-detection rate
than EA for faults of Type 1, Type 2, and overall,
respectively. The detailed improvement of fault-detection
rate for each application is shown in Table 3. We can find
that the improvement is up to 24 percent for faults of
Type 2 and 8 percent for faults of Type 1. We can also
observe that compared to faults of Type 1, DIF Ffdrate
(using both PC and DUC) is much larger for faults of
Type 2. This implies that our approach is more sensitive to
detect inconsistency faults across different services.
To confirm our observation and test the above hypothesis, we applied the nonparametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
Test [73] to verify the statistical significance of our
experimental results. We also calculated the HodgesLehmann estimator [38] for the median and the 95 percent
confidence interval of the difference (EA  OA). The p
values of the tests, difference median, and confidence
interval are shown in Table 4. Given a significance level
equal to 0.05, all the null hypotheses are rejected except the
one about the fault-detection rate for faults of Type 1 using
the path coverage criterion. This confirms our observation
from Fig. 7. That is, our approach can achieve a higher
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Fig. 7. Statistics about coverage and fault-detection rate.

TABLE 3
Summary of Average Improvements by Applications

TABLE 4
P Values of Hypothesis Testing, Difference Median, and 95 Percent Confidence Interval

coverage and fault-detection rate than the baseline approach. Note that the testing result provides no significant
evidence that our approach outperforms the baseline
approach in detecting faults of Type 1 using the path
coverage criterion. This is because faults of Type 1 are
internal to a service, and both our approach and the
baseline approach have similar coverage of local paths
inside a service. Therefore, in many faulty versions of Type
1, OA and EA have the same fault detection rate. If we

exclude the zero in the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test (i.e., all
faulty versions in both approaches that have same faultdetection rate are not counted and ranked), then the null
hypothesis can still be rejected.

9.2 Evaluation of Test Case Generation
9.2.1 Experiment Setup
In this experiment, we evaluate the effectiveness of test case
generation for service compositions using the three
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Fig. 8. Effectiveness, efficiency, and information leakage of test case generation.

approaches proposed in Section 8: Random testing (denoted
as RT), constraint-based test case generation (denoted as
CB), and hybrid solution (denoted as HS). For the hybrid
solution, we group constraints of some events (or event
sequences) into one event (or event sequence) and keep
n percent of the total constraints. In the experiment, we
assign n equal to 75 (denoted as HS1) and 50 (denoted as
HS2), respectively. We compare the effectiveness of test case
generation for each approach and track the corresponding
side effects (i.e., information leakage and time needed for
test case generation).
In the experiment, we applied each of the above
approaches to generate 200 test cases for each of the service
compositions introduced in Section 9.1. We recorded the
time needed for generating all the test cases. We then tested
the service compositions using the generated test cases and
recorded the test coverage of the service compositions and
corresponding information leakage. The experiment is
repeated 128 times and results are averaged over all runs.
To evaluate the effectiveness of test case generation, we
compare the number of test cases needed to cover each
service composition with a given coverage percentage
requirement (e.g., 90 percent path coverage). The fewer test
cases are needed, the more effective the test case generation is.
To measure the efficiency of test case generation, we measure
the total time needed for generating the 200 test cases. The
lower the time, the more efficiently test cases are generated.
In the experiment, we measure the state information
leakage only because little transition information is leaked
according to the information hiding solution from Section 7. Let X be the set of events generated in the
experiment and Y be the set of exposed events. Since all
the events in X  Y are invisible to service consumers, we
treat them independent of Y . That is, service consumers
cannot derive these P
events from observing Y . Therefore,
IðX; Y Þ ¼ HðY Þ ¼  y2Y pðyÞ log pðyÞ. In the experiment,
we estimate the value of pðyÞ as n=N, where n is the
number of times event y is raised in a total of N runs.

9.2.2 Experiment Data Analysis
The experiment results are shown in Fig. 8. Figs. 8a and 8b
show the effectiveness of different test case generation
approaches under the DU and path coverage criteria,
respectively. Among these approaches, CB is the most
effective one, in the sense that it can achieve the highest
coverage percentage and uses the least number of test cases
to achieve a given coverage percentage. On the contrary, RT

is the least effective one compared to the others. The
effectiveness of HS1 and HS2 lies between CB and RT. For
example, Fig. 8a shows that to achieve 90 percent DU
coverage, HS1 and HS2 use 80 percent more test cases than
CB, but use 55 percent fewer test cases than RT. Note that in
the experiment for DU coverage, many DU pairs share the
same constraints. As a result, HS1 and HS2 have similar
constraints and similar performance.
For the path coverage criterion, HS1 performs better than
HS2. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 8b, to cover
85 percent paths, HS1 uses 58 percent fewer test cases than
HS2. Moreover, both HS1 and HS2 perform much better
than RT: RT uses 200 test cases to achieve 84 percent path
coverage, whereas HS1 and HS2 use only 16 and 44 test
cases to achieve the same performance. Fig. 8b also shows
that CB has better performance than HS1 and HS2
(CB achieves 10 percent more coverage).
Fig. 8c shows the efficiency and information leakage of
all the test case generation approaches. Under both DU and
path coverage criteria, CB is the most time-consuming
approach and leaks more information than the others. On
the contrary, RT leaks the least information and is the most
efficient approach for generating test cases. The efficiency
and information leakage of HS1 and HS2 lie between that of
CB and RT, but HS1 needs more time and leaks more
information than HS2. Note that for each of the above
approaches, the time needed for test case generation and
information leakage under the DU coverage criterion are
higher than that under the path coverage criterion. This is
because more constraints and events are exposed in the
event interfaces for the DU coverage criterion.
In summary, the experimental results show that the
hybrid test case generation solution trades off effectiveness, efficiency, and information leakage: It is more
effective than random test case generation, uses less time,
and leaks less information than the constraint-based
solution. The results also show that the more information
is leaked, the more effectiveness the hybrid solution can
achieve, and the more time is needed to generate the test
cases. Therefore, the experimental results suggest that
service providers can customize the visibility of their event
interfaces to help service consumers generate test cases
with different quality requirements.

9.3 Evaluation of Runtime Overhead
Finally, we evaluate the runtime complexity of our solution.
We randomly generated a set of services with the number of
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Fig. 9. Runtime overhead.

states varying from 1,000 to 10,000 and applied our
algorithm to derive event interfaces (denoted as DEI). The
overhead for exposing events at runtime for each service is
also recorded (denoted as OEE). We also construct feasible
event sequences for randomly generated service compositions with the number of states varying from 1,000 to 10,000
(denoted as FES). The experiment is repeated 1,000 times
and the average time needed is recorded.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 9. The results
show that it takes less than 1 second to derive an event
interface using Algorithm 1 and less than 0.1 seconds to
expose all the declared events at runtime for a service with
10,000 states. For a service composition with 10,000 states, it
takes less than 800 seconds to construct all the feasible event
sequences. Therefore, the runtime overhead of our solution
is small.
In addition, we also record the testing cost in terms of
execution time in the experiment. The more test cases are
executed, the more execution time is needed. For example,
it takes about 3 hours on average to execute 200 test cases
for the Auction application in our current experimental
setting. When the maximum length of paths in the Auction
application is set to be twice the current setting (due to
loops), it needs at least 40,000 test cases to well cover all the
paths, resulting in about 600 hours for the whole testing.
Therefore, service consumers may need to trade off the
number of test cases (so as the coverage percentage) and the
testing cost when the testing is very expensive.

9.4 Threats to Validity
Construct validity. The experimental results may be invalid if
concepts were mismeasured using wrong variables. One
purpose of our experiments is to evaluate the benefits of our
approach, which include accurate coverage reasoning, more
adequate testing of a service composition, and effectiveness
of test case generation. Therefore, we measured the
quantitative benefits of our approach in terms of coverage
rate, fault-detection rate, and number of test cases needed.
To measure the information leakage due to event
exposure, we apply information theory to calculate the
mutual information between the exposed events and the
events internal to the service implementation. Mutual
information is also applied in other fields to measure
information leakage [22], [51]. Besides mutual information,
the exposed events may also reveal information to service
consumers due to the semantics of these events (e.g., the
name of variables, tasks, etc.). We do not measure this
kind of information leakage because our solution suggests
that service providers encapsulate the exposed events
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(e.g., renaming the variables) to avoid semantic information leakage.
Internal validity. Confounding factors like the types of
seeded faults and test case selections may affect the causeeffect relationships in the experiment if the seeded faults are
sensitive to only particular paths or DU pairs across the
service composition or the test cases are selected to cover
each service well but only cover a few paths in the service
composition as a whole. We alleviate the impact of these
factors by seeding different types of faults evenly across a
service composition using mutation testing techniques and
randomly selecting test cases from a large pool of test cases.
In the experiment, we tried a maximum number of
200 test cases for each approach, and each approach is
repeated 128 times. We choose 200 test cases because we
found that the coverage percentage does not increase
significantly even when we try more test cases (e.g., 500)
for the applications. Each approach is repeated 128 times
because the standard deviation for the average result is
small enough (e.g., the standard deviation is less than
1 percent of the average result).
External validity. Another concern is the generalization of
the experimental results. We address this issue by using five
representative applications and a set of large-scale simulation studies. The five applications are also widely used in
existing service testing and verification work [8], [42], [55],
[79], [81]. The number of services in the five applications
varies from 3 to 12, and the lines of code vary from 700 to
2600. The structure of the involved services includes
workflow patterns such as sequence, parallel flow, branch,
loop, and so on. Although these applications are of smaller
scale, the scale of the applications is not a major confounding factor affecting the experimental results regarding test
coverage, fault detection rate, effectiveness of test cases, and
information leakage because these metrics are mainly
determined by how adequately the applications are covered
by the test cases and how events are exposed. On the other
hand, we also conduct a set of large-scale simulation studies
to evaluate the overhead of our solution, which is affected
by the scale of the applications.
Theoretical reliability. Finally, we repeated the experiments many times to remove accidental errors. All the
experiment subjects and data are available online17 and can
be repeated.

10 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS
Deriving the formal model. In this paper, we model a service
as a finite state machine, but our work is not limited to this
formal model. In practice, services may be implemented in
BPEL and other languages. We can apply many existing
approaches to transform BPEL and other services (e.g.,
Java [24]) into formal models, such as finite state machines
[33] and process algebras [32], to just name a few. On the
other hand, to derive the causality conditions among
events, the semantics of actions are needed. Some existing
Web service standards (like OWL-S [69]) provide such
semantics for services (e.g., the pre/postconditions). In
addition, the formal models of services with the semantics
17. http://sites.google.com/site/cyye76/st.tar.
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Fig. 10. Illustration of transition information leakage.

of actions can be derived using symbolic execution
techniques [23]. Our work can be applied to the model
based on the existing work.
Measurement of information leakage. In this paper, we use
mutual information to quantify the leakage of state and
transition information due to event exposure. Such measurement is reasonable.
For example, suppose the Bookshop WS in Fig. 1
classifies books into different discount categories based on
their prices. How to classify books is the business
information of the Bookshop WS and kept invisible to
service consumers. To simplify for illustration purposes,
we assume variable fx; int; 1 x 100g represents the
book price, which satisfies the discrete uniform distribution, and variable fy; int; 1 y 5g represents the category. The Bookshop WS classifies a book with price x to
category y, satisfying y ¼ ðx  1Þ=20 þ 1. Two events, ex ¼
fx; int; 1 x 100g and ey ¼ fy; int; 1 y 5g, can be
raised to represent the internal state changes of the service.
Now let us consider the following event exposures: EP1 ¼
fex j1 x 20g, EP2 ¼ fex j1 x 40g, and EP3 ¼ fex j1
x
40g [ fey j1 y 3g. Intuitively, EP1 reveals less
information and EP3 reveals more information than EP1
and EP2 . This can be confirmed by calculating the state
information leakage of the three event exposures. According to the above description, we have pðex Þ ¼ 1=100,
pðey Þ ¼ 1=5; pðex je0x Þ ¼ 1 if x ¼ x0 ; otherwise 0, ðey je0y Þ ¼ 1
if y ¼ y0 ; otherwise 0, pðex jey Þ ¼ 1=20 if y ¼ ðx  1Þ=20 þ 1
1; otherwise 0; pðey jex Þ þ 1 if y ¼ ðx  1Þ=20 þ 1; otherwise 0.
Therefore, IðE; EP1 Þ, IðE; EP2 Þ, and ðE; EP3 Þ is equal to
1
2
5 log 5, 5 log 5, and log 5, respectively.
In another example, as illustrated in Fig. 10, suppose the
probability of transitions t1 ; t2 ; t3 being fired is p1 , p2 , and p3 ,
respectively. In EP1 (see Fig. 10a), two events e1 and e2 are
exposed to signal the state changes from s0 to s2 and s3 ,
respectively. In EP2 (see Fig. 10b), three events e00 , e01 , and e02
are exposed to signal the state changes from s0 to s1 , s1 to s2 ,
and s1 to s3 , respectively. Intuitively, EP1 reveals less
transition information than EP2 doe, because EP1 abstracts
the state changes from s0 to s2 ; s3 , and hides the intermediate state changes via s1 . This can be confirmed by
calculating the information leakage of EP1 and EP2 .
According to the above discussion, we can derive that
IðG; EP2 Þ ¼ IðG; EP1 Þ  p1 log p1 . Since p1 log p1 0, we
have IðG; EP1 Þ IðG; EP2 Þ.
Event generation and propagation. Events for BPEL services
can be generated by BPEL engines (e.g., Apache ODE [1]).
For services implemented using other languages (e.g., Java,
C, or C++), aspect-oriented programming techniques can be
applied to generate events in a way transparent to service
implementations. In addition, events can be propagated to
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service consumers using a pub/sub middleware [43] or
using existing Web service protocols like WS-Eventing [69].
Parallel events. Besides the parallel events exposed
simultaneously from different services (as discussed in
Section 5), a single service may also involve concurrent
executions (e.g., flows in BPEL) that generate interleaved
events. The finite state machine model of the service can
describe all the possible interleavings as different paths.
Service providers can also choose to expose some of them
(since different combinations correspond to the same
concurrent execution paths) or all based on the testing
requirements (e.g., examining every possible interleaving
for race conditions [70]).
Composite Web services. A service may be composed of
other services. The event interface of a composite service
should be derived based on the event interfaces of its
composed services. This can be done by aggregating events
from the involved services into high-level events and
constructing their causality relationships and conditions.
Test oracle. The test oracle issue is out of the scope of this
paper. Service consumers can design a test oracle to verify
testing results based on the specification of an SOA
application. It is also possible to derive additional test
oracles based on exposed events. This, however, may
require semantic information linking the exposed events
to the application logic. We plan to investigate this question
in future work.
In practice, the oracle construction may be very costly.
This may restrict the application of random and our hybrid
test case generation. Some techniques, such as test case
minimization [57], [58] and metamorphic testing [20], can be
applied to alleviate this issue.
Trustability and granularity of event interface. It is possible
that some service providers may publish an event interface
that does not conform to its service implementation. This
may cause the testing reports to become inaccurate.
Similarly, some service providers may expose a finegrained event interface with more internal details, whereas
another may expose a coarse-grained event interface with
less internal details. The composition of event interfaces
with different granularity may also cause the testing reports
to become inaccurate.
One possible way to address this issue is to set up a
feedback mechanism to evaluate the “testability” of a service,
which can be seen as a kind of quality of the service. The
“testability” of a service may include the availability of
event interfaces for testing purposes, the quality and
reputation of the event interfaces, and so on. For example,
although a service may publish an inaccurate (or coarsegrained) event interface to obtain good test coverage reports
(e.g., expose only a small subset of definition-use pairs), the
service, however, is not well tested and may thus reveal
many faults later on. Consequently, the service obtains a bad
reputation and is assigned a poor testability score.
Nonfunctional testing. In this paper, we focused on how to
make use of event exposure to increase the visibility of a
service’s functional testing for service consumers. Our
approach can be adapted to support nonfunctional testing
of services as well. For example, service providers can
encapsulate information such as the execution time
or resource usage into exposed events to help service
consumers test a service’s performance and diagnose
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performance bottlenecks. We plan to extend our approach
to support nonfunctional testing of services in future work.
Handling side effects for service testing. To remove the side
effects introduced in SOA testing, solutions have been
proposed such as sandboxing services and invoking services
with specific test modes during testing [18]. These solutions
may have impact on test case generation and testing
processes. For example, each involved service may provide
a subset of data and resources to simulate the runtime
situation for testing purposes. This data may suffice for
testing the service itself, but may be inadequate to test a
whole service composition. As a result, the generated test
cases are incomplete and the service composition is not well
covered during testing. In future work, we plan to
investigate some techniques for service providers to
customize the testing environment for service compositions
based on their event interfaces.
In addition, for pay-per-use services without any sandbox, it is important to make testing effective. For example,
to adequately cover a service composition, the constraintbased test case generation approach uses a smaller number
of test cases (and thus has lower cost) than the hybrid and
random solutions. In such cases, the testing cost should also
be regarded as a factor in the testability of a service (i.e., the
higher the cost to test a service, the lower the testability of
the service). Service providers need to trade off the
testability (and cost) against information leakage in test
case generation.

11 RELATED WORK
In this section, we review related work in the areas of
service testing, test case generation, service interfaces, and
runtime verification of services.
Service testing. Service testing has become an active area
of research in the software engineering and has received
much attention in recent years [4], [5], [7], [10], [17], [46],
[55], [56], [80], [84]. Existing approaches can be classified
into two main categories based on the roles involved in
testing services: 1) from the perspective of service providers
and 2) from the perspective of service consumers.
From the perspective of service providers, services need
to be tested to conform to quality standards prior to release.
Service providers usually have all the implementation
details of their services (or partial details if third-party
services are integrated to implement their services).
Therefore, service providers can white-box test their
services using control-flow and data-flow coverage strategies [44], [45], [55], [56], [81]. These approaches, however,
are inadequate to white-box test a service composition
involving third-party services because the implementations
of third-party services are usually hidden.
Service consumers, on the other hand, need to know
whether the selected third-party services work correctly
when composed together to form new applications, even
though each service has been tested individually by each
service provider. Black-box testing approaches are often
applied due to unavailable implementations of third-party
services, including automatic test case generation for
business protocols [42], testbeds to replace tested services
[9], test case selection [57], and so on. These approaches can
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help to detect faults in a service composition. The limitation
is that it is unclear to service consumers how adequately a
service composition as a whole has been tested.
Whitening SOA testing. To gain confidence about how
well a service composition has been tested, service consumers need to whiten SOA testing for service compositions. Li et al. [46] suggested that service providers design
test cases based on their BPEL processes and provide the
test cases to service consumers. The limitation is that service
providers cannot anticipate all possible composition scenarios. Bartolini et al. [4], [5] proposed instrumenting each
service with an intermediate service which provides coverage feedback for each third-party service to service
consumers in unit testing. However, the coverage percentage provided by such an approach cannot be used to
derive how adequately a whole service composition has
been tested. Moreover, this approach does not address how
to design test cases based on the feedback. We view this as a
nontrivial step. Our approach addresses these two issues
through the novel concept of event exposure from services
that we developed. By observing events and matching them
to feasible event sequences constructed from event interfaces, service consumers can determine the test coverage of
a service composition as a whole. Test cases can also be
designed effectively based on event interfaces, as we
demonstrate. In addition, Rutherford et al. [65] developed
a simulation approach to improve a test suite, whereas we
make use of exposed events to improve test coverge for live
service compositions.
Test case generation and selection. Many approaches have
been proposed to generate test cases for Web services based
on WSDL [3], [48], an ontology [71], a decision table [60], a
graph [81], model checking [82], and a contract [25], to just
name a few. Some of these approaches (e.g., contract-based
solutions) are similar to our constraint-based approach, but
they provided no solutions to trade off the effectiveness,
efficiency, and information leakage in test case generation.
In addition, to overcome the scalability issue, search-based
techniques (e.g., genetic algorithms) can be used as an
alternative to constraint solvers for constraint-based test
case generation [54]. Differently, our hybrid test case
generation allows service providers to customize the testing
capacity by varying the tradeoff between the effectiveness,
efficiency and information leakage, and thus complements
existing approaches. It is possible to apply some searchbased techniques [54] instead of random testing in our
hybrid solution to further improve the efficiency of test case
generation. We plan to investigate this issue in future work.
Another important issue is test case selection. Mei et al.
[57] proposed an approach to help service consumers
prioritize test case selection for service regression testing
based on the coverage of WSDL tags of the tested service.
This approach is essentially a black-box testing approach. Li
et al. [46] addressed the test case selection issue in service
regression testing by collecting service execution traces in
testing and compared it to the service implementation. Such
an approach may not be feasible when the service
implementation details are unavailable. Our event interfaces are designed mainly for whitening SOA applications,
but the increased visibility based on event exposure can also
be used to help select test cases in service regression testing.
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Testing component-based software. Many research efforts
have been devoted to testing component-based software
[13], [49], [50], wherein the source code and design of a
component may also be unavailable. Therefore, metadata of
components such as constraints on succeeding and preceding events are provided for testing purposes [14], [62]. This
approach is similar to ours, in the sense that component
vendors need to provide customers with interfaces and
probes to observe internal states of components for testing
purposes. The difference is that their approach applied
constraint-based testing to examine the coverage of constraints inside each individual component, whereas our
approach focuses on structural coverage of a service
composition as a whole based on event exposure. As
illustrated in Section 2, adequate testing of each service does
not guarantee adequate testing of a service composition as a
whole. Moreover, deciding what information component
vendors have to provide is not specified in their approach.
Instead, we offer approaches to derive and expose only
necessary information for service consumers to adequately
determine test coverage without releasing service implementation details. Beydeda and Gruhn [11] also proposed to
provide the state machines of components and applied
traditional structural testing techniques to test componentbased systems. This solution, however, reveals the implementation details of components. Differently, our solution
applies event encapsulation techniques to expose only
necessary information and protect service implementation
details from being leaked.
Testing equivalence of processes. Much research has also
been devoted to conformance testing of service specifications and their implementations [8], [27], [59], [67]. Our
work also defines an equivalence relationship between the
event interface and the service implementation. The
difference is that existing work does conformance testing
of service specification and implementation, whereas our
approach determines the test coverage for white-box
testing. Even though two processes are equivalent in terms
of conformance testing, the test cases designed based on one
process may not cover the same paths in the other process.
Service interface. Often, the implementation of a service is
invisible to service consumers except for restricted service
interfaces. Many researchers have studied how to enrich
service interfaces to facilitate a service composition. Beyer
et al. [12] proposed specifying constraints in service
interfaces to define correctness requirements. Alfaro and
Henzinger [26] proposed describing interfaces as automata
to capture temporal aspects of constraints. Emmi et al. [30]
proposed an approach based on assume-guarantee rules to
check the compatibility of interface automata. Ye et al. [78],
[79] proposed an atomicity-equivalent public view to check
the atomicity property of a service composition. Industrial
standards like the SCA Event Interface [63] and the WSEventing protocol [69] were proposed to expose and
propagate events among services. However, all the aforementioned approaches do not address how to use service
interfaces to white-box test a service composition. For
example, an interface automaton [26] describes the temporal
orders between the inputs and outputs. Such temporal
orders are helpful to analyze the compatibility between
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interacting components, but they reveal little information
about the test coverage inside a component (e.g., coverage of
a definition-use pair). Our work contributes a new kind of
service interface, namely, an event interface to reveal the test
coverage information inside services and whiten the testing
of services, and thus complements existing approaches.
Runtime verification of Web services. Besides service
testing, service providers and consumers may also apply
some runtime verification techniques to monitor and verify
the properties of Web services, such as transactional
requirements [34], data consistency [76], [75], conformance
of interface contracts [29], [36], timing constraints [19], to
just name a few. When some properties are violated at
runtime, some mechanisms (e.g., compensation [79]) are
usually needed to recover services from failures. Although
runtime verification techniques can avoid the side effects
introduced during service testing, recovering services from
failures dynamically may cause unacceptable recovery costs
[79]. In addition, runtime verification techniques can be
applied to the scenarios where services evolve or are bound
dynamically. Note that the concept of event exposure
proposed in this paper is mainly for testing purposes, but
the exposed events can also be used to support runtime
verification of services.

12 CONCLUSIONS
Whitening the testing of service compositions is difficult
because service providers usually reveal either no or only
partial implementation details of their services to protect
business interests. This paper presents a novel approach to
whiten the testing of service compositions based on event
exposure from Web services. By deriving event interfaces
from service implementations, events are defined and
exposed from services to accurately determine the test
coverage of a service composition at runtime. In this way,
service consumers can gain confidence on how adequately a
service composition has been tested. To reduce information
leakage, an approach is proposed to hide information from
exposed events based on event encapsulation. The correctness of the solution is proven. In addition, a hybrid
approach is proposed to design test cases based on event
interfaces that can tradeoff effectiveness, efficiency, and
information leakage. Algorithms to derive event interfaces
are developed. The experimental results show that our
approach outperforms existing approaches in terms of
coverage percentage, fault-detection rate and effectiveness
of test case generation.

APPENDIX
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The proof of Theorem 1 is to construct a one-to-one
mapping between the structural elements inside a service
composition and the exposed event sequences. For the DU
pair, according to the definition of DU pair and the event
interface for DU coverage criterion in Section 6, the
mapping is straightforward. We only need to prove the
correctness for the path coverage criterion. Given a path of a
service composition, according to Algorithm 1, there exists
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a feasible event sequence for this path. Moreover, for two
different paths of a service composition, the corresponding
feasible event sequences are not identical because at least
two different events will be exposed since the two paths
differ by taking different branches from some locations. On
the other hand, according to the event interface derived in
Section 6.2.2, all the possible feasible event sequences are
derived and exposed. Therefore, there is a one-to-one
mapping between the paths inside a service composition
and the exposed feasible event sequences.
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